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Gamma Ray Reduces Mitotic Index in Embryonic Roots of Hordeum vulgare L.
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Abstract: In the present research, the effects of gamma radiation on mitotic index have been investigated. Seeds
of Hordeum vulgare L. were treated with different doses of gamma ray (50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300 Gy). MI
(mitotic index) at embryonic root tip of barley seedling has been decreased with increasing doses of gamma
radiation. The inhibitory effects of gamma rays on the mitotic index indicated that gamma rays have mutagenic
effects on embryonic roots of barley.
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INTRODUCTION determined decreasing mitosis on some plants when

The  genetic  information  must  be the same in all surattense seeds  were  treated  4  and  6  Gy of gamma
cells of a living  organism.  But  in  some cases, variations ray and  waited  on different concentration of thiourea
called mutation, may take place in the genetic information and at result of this treatments MI frequency was
causing a cell or a living organism to be different from the decreased on root tip cells [9]. Olgun [10] showed that
others. Physical and chemical mutagens are one cause of mitosis division and protein amounts were decreased on
mutation in living organisms. These effects can occur root tips, after Hordeum vulgare seeds were treatment
both spontaneously on nature and as artificial by different doses of X and gamma rays. Stadler [11] stated
mutagens. Gamma ray have mutagenic effects on living that mutations were obtained by X and gamma rays
organism. treatments on Hordeum vulgare and Zea mays. Evans [12]

In order to determine effects of gamma ray on mitotic cited that the physical mutagens were used by Müller in
division and plant growth many studies were done with 1927 for the first time. Stadler [11] found that X-rays
different plant species. Sava kan and Toker [1] founded caused mutations and achieved to create mutation by
that 50, 100, 150 and 200 Gy doses  of gamma rays using X and -rays artificially [11]. Gamma rays causes
decreased plant size with together MI on Secale ionization  by  affecting  the molecules and ions in the
cereale[1]. Hof and Sparrow [2] stated that the blocking cells of the living creatures. Gamma radiation is an
effects of gamma rays on plant growth are mitosis and electromagnetical ionizing type of radiation used in
chromosome aberrations. Davies [3] and Evans [4] mutation experiments. Akbar and Atta [13] reported that
determined that rays killed meristematic cells and plant with  the  increase  in  radiation  dose caused a decrease
growth  was blocked. Bilge and Ersoy [5] obtained that in germination, whereas, the frequency of chlorophyll
low gamma rays as 20 Gy resulted in increased plant mutations increased with radiation dosage up to 250 Gy
length in barley; however, high gamma rays as 40, 80 and and thereafter increased dosages sharply decreased
120 Gy retarded plant size. Okamoto and Tatara [6] chlorophyll mutation. The most effective doses of gamma
showed  that  cell  division   frequency   was  decreased radiation in barley are between 100-200 Gy [14]. In our
by  low-dose gamma irradiation on barley. Clowes and study, using gamma doses are between 50, 100, 150, 200,
Hall [7] examined the effect of different doses of gamma 250 and 300 Gy.
ray on Vicia faba and Zea mays and determined The mitotic index test is a cytogenetic test. It is used
decreasing of mitosis division frequency with increasing to examine of genotoxic effects and extensive size for
doses. Evans and Hof [8] measured the effect of gamma value mutagenic effect of agents in a short time in
rays on MI on root tips of different plant species and different environments. The mitotic index assay is used to

gamma rays treated. In the other study, Solanum
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characterize  proliferating  cells  and  to identify materials
that inhibit or induce mitotic progression. In the present
study, the effects of gamma radiation have been
investigated on mitotic index of embryonic roots of
Hordeum vulgare L.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Dry dormant seed samples of barley were irradiated
with 50, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 Gy of gamma rays given
from Cobalt-60 source (24.66 Gy/min). Untreated (control)
and treated  barley  seeds were soaked in distilled water
for an hour at room temperature, then each group of
seeds was transferred to whatman paper separately in
Petri dishes for 24-48 h at approximately 21°C. Germinated
seeds were taken from sands by means of a sieve washing
them with distilled water. Then, root tips were cut length
of 1-1.5 cm to prepare for mitotic index. 

Root tips were pre-treated in saturated aqueous
solution of -monobromonaphtalen for 2 h at +4°C and
were fixed in pure glacial acetic acid for 30 minutes, then
rinsed and transferred to 70% alcohol and stored in a
refrigerator  until they were used. For preparation, root
tips were hydrolized in 5 N HCl for 20 min at room
temperature  and  then stained in a acetocarmin solution
(45 % glacial acetic acid is melted and cooled till 50°C and
then 1 g acetocarmin was added and this mix is melted for
10 min) for 1 h. Chromosome spreads were made by using
the squash technique [15, 16]. 

The frequency of mitosis was determined by
counting the  number  of  dividing  cells  in  total 500 of
the cells in the untreated and treated groups. The
counting at each repetition is made over 100 cells. Effects
of treatments were tested by variance analysis and
differences between groups were determined by LSD
(Least   Significant   Differences)   test with  probability
of 0.05.

RESULTS

Mitotic index (MI) results are shown in Table 1. MI
averages of control and gamma rays (50, 100, 150, 200, 250
and  300  Gy)  were  found  19.2, 14.4, 11.6, 8.8, 7.2, 5 and
3.4 respectively (Table 1). The highest MI frequency was
found to be 19.2 in the control group while the lowest
frequency was 3.4 at 300 Gy treatments. In terms of MI,
the  differences  between  control and treatments of
gamma rays were found to be significant (p<0.05). At
treatments of 50, 100 and 150 Gy gamma rays MI
continuously decreased and the results of these
treatments are statistically  different  each  other. 150  and

Table 1: Mitotic index of root tips of barley seeds exposed to different
doses of gamma rays

Dosages of Total Total number: Average
gamma rays (Gy) counted cells dividing cells MI (%) 
Control 500 96 19.2a
50 500 72 14.4b
100 500 58 11.6c
150 500 44 8.8d
200 500 36 7.2d
250 500 25 5.0e
300 500 17 3.4e
Values  within  a column with different letters are significantly different
(LSD, p<0.05)

200 Gy doses of gamma ray were significantly decreased
MI, but, the effects of these dosages were not statistically
different  one  another.  Treatment of 200 and 300 Gy
doses caused the lowest MI values in the embryonic
roots of barley.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

It is known that various rays and chemical matters
have positive or negative effects on living organisims.
This  effects  can occur both spontaneously on nature
and as artificially by mutagens. In this study, we have
tested the inhibition of mitotic activity of different
concentration  of gamma ray on embryonic roots of
barley. According to MI, the differences among all
mutagens treatments and untreateds (controls) were
found significant statistically (p<0.05). Increasing
concentration  of  gamma  ray   significantly  decreased
MI compared to control. Increasing dosages of gamma
ray caused same effects at Secale  cerale  [1],  Hordeum
vulgare  [6], Vicia faba, Zea mays [7] and Solanum
surattense [9]. Sava kan and Toker [1] showed that MI
was decreased by 50, 100, 150 and 200 Gy doses of gamma
ray on Secale cereale [1]. This result is same direction
with our study with regard to both using doses of gamma
ray and its effects on MI. 

In the present study, increasing gamma ray dosages
have been decreased MI of root tip meristems of
Hordemum vulgare L. The inhibitory effects of -rays on
the MI indicated that gamma rays have mutagenic effects
on embryonic roots of barley. This result showed that
gamma rays will be able to use to create new mutant in
breeding of barley plant. 
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